Formation and evolution of a self-organized hierarchy of Ge nanostructures on Si(111)−(7×7): STM observations and first-principles calculations
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We report scanning-tunneling-microscopy observations and first-principles calculations for the formation and evolution of self-organized Ge nanostructures on Si(111)−(7×7) surfaces for Ge coverages up to 0.5 ML. We show that individual Ge atoms initially form a triangular lattice. At higher coverages, Ge nanoparticles 1 nm in diameter gradually form in both the faulted and unfaulted half unit cells with an initial preference in the faulted halves, ultimately driving ordered hexagonal arrays. The underlying 7×7 surface periodicity, the triangular single-Ge lattice, and the nanoparticle hexagonal superstructures coexist. Charge transfer from Si adatoms to Ge nanoparticles is shown to play a key role in the self-organization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Germanium-based nanostructures grown on silicon substrates have been studied extensively in recent years due to their potential applications in optoelectronics and nanotechnology.1−5 While Ge nanostructures have so far been mostly investigated on Si(100) surfaces,2−5 there has been increasing interest in the formation of Ge nanostructures on the Si(111) surface,6−15 especially the 7×7 reconstruction whose rich structure offers a wide range of possibilities. Indeed, several groups have reported formation of distinct types of Ge nanostructures.6−15 In particular, ordered hexagonal Ge nanostructures were obtained on Si(111)−(7×7) at a Ge coverage of 0.5 ML by Ansari et al.13 The existence of such diverse nanostructures raises questions about the evolution of self-assembly as a function of coverage, which is a key factor in achieving control and implementing directed self-assembly.

In this paper, we report systematic scanning-tunneling-microscopy (STM) observations of the growth and evolution of Ge nanostructures on Si(111)−(7×7) surfaces at coverages up to 0.5 ML and with the temperature of the substrate kept at 150 °C, complemented by first-principles quantum-mechanical calculations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we provide a description of the experimental and theoretical methods that we used. In Sec. III, we present and discuss our STM observations and theoretical results. In Sec. IV, we summarize the main conclusions obtained from our STM measurements and theoretical investigations based on first-principles density-functional calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure below 6×10−11 mbar. All substrates used in this work were cut from a commercially lightly phosphorus-doped n-type Si(111) wafers (orientation <0.5°) with a resistivity of 7.5 Ω cm and a thickness of 0.381 mm. The substrate was cleaned by a commercial in situ cleaning system before it was inserted in the UHV chamber via a loadlock chamber. The cleaning process involved several flushing cycles for the sample in reagent-grade ethanol and subsequently in de-ionized water. After cleaning, the Si sample was mounted on a Mo stage using ceramic tweezers, and four Ta strips were used to fix the sample. The substrate was degassed at about 650 °C for 18 h in the chamber, subsequently flashed at 1250 °C for 15 s by direct current heating while keeping the vacuum better than 1×10−9 mbar. Then, the substrate was cooled to about 900 °C at a rate of 2 °C/s. Finally, the clean Si(111)−(7×7) substrate was obtained and confirmed by STM images, as well as by low-energy electron-diffraction patterns.

An evaporation method with integral flux monitor (EFM) was used for Ge deposition. In the EFM evaporation, the bombarding electron beam induces a temperature rise of the Ge source (99.9999% purity) and causes its evaporation. The EFM can precisely control the deposition of fractions of monolayers up to multilayers. The typical growth rate was 0.01−0.02 ML/min (1 ML=7.8×1014 atoms/cm²), which was calibrated with Auger electron spectroscopy and flux. The temperature was checked by an optical pyrometer. During the deposition process, the substrate was kept at 150 °C. All the morphologies were investigated by STM at room temperature. Tips made by chemically etched tungsten wire with diameter of 0.13 mm and carefully cleaned in the UHV chamber were used for STM scanning.

For the first-principles quantum-mechanical calculations, the Si(111)−(7×7) surface was modeled by repeated slabs with four layers of Si atoms (188 Si atoms) and 12 Si adatoms, separated by a vacuum region of 12 Å. The geometry
was adopted from the dimer-adatom-stacking fault (DAS) model. The dangling bonds of the Si atoms at the bottom layer were terminated by hydrogen atoms. The numbers of Ge atoms in the Ge nanoparticles range from 3 to 12. All the Ge atoms are placed in the faulted half unit cell (FHUC). The adlayers and the top three Si layers were allowed to relax until the forces to the atoms were smaller than 0.05 eV/Å.

An extensive search was made for the minimum-energy configurations of the Ge nanoparticles with various initial geometries. The calculations were performed within density-functional theory using the pseudopotential method and a plane-wave basis set. A plane-wave energy cutoff of 150.6 eV and the Γ point in the irreducible part of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the 7×7 surface were used for relaxation calculations. However, the electronic density of states (DOS) was calculated with four special k points. The calculated DOSs for selected configurations with 14 special k points were found to be essentially the same as those obtained with four special k points.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our STM observations show that the evolution occurs in the following steps.

(i) At very low Ge coverages (smaller than 0.1 ML), most Ge atoms form correlated patterns replacing three or five out of the six so-called Si adatoms in the FHUC of the Si(111)-(7×7) reconstruction [Fig. 1(a)].

(ii) At Ge coverages of ~0.1–0.12 ML, a triangular lattice of single Ge atoms forms. The lattice is patterned by the FHUCs, which have a triangular shape. Ge atoms replace the Si adatoms at the corners of each FHUC [Fig. 1(b)], while only very few replacing the Si adatoms in unfaulted half unit cells (UHUCs).

(iii) When the Ge coverage is larger than ~0.12 ML, Ge atoms begin to form isolated nanoparticles, mostly at the center of FHUCs, with typical diameters of 1.0 nm [Figs. 1(b)–1(d) and 1(f)], just fitting within FHUCs.

(iv) At larger local coverages, pairs of Ge nanoparticles appear in adjacent FHUCs and UHUCs [Figs. 1(b), 1(c), 1(e), and 1(g)]. The two nanoparticles are distinct, clearly separated by ~6 Å. Gradually, complexes of three, four, and five Ge nanoparticles form, leading to complete hexagons (Fig. 2). Throughout the self-assembly of the hexagonal structures of nanoparticles, the underlying triangular lattice of single Ge atoms at the corners of only the FHUCs remains intact [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)].

(v) Ordered arrays of hexagons superposed on the triangular lattice of single Ge atoms finally form at a coverage of ~0.5 ML [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Since the resulting superstructure is templated by the underlying 7×7 surface, the net result is a three-level hierarchy of periodic structures. The structure does not show any changes over a temperature range of 27–470 K. At higher temperatures, however, the structure may become unstable. For example, a significant structural change was observed when the Ge nanostructure formed at room temperature with a coverage of ~0.3 ML was annealed at a temperature of ~573 K.
In addition to the evolution of the hierarchical structure, the STM images reveal another feature that elucidates the driving mechanism. When an isolated Ge nanoparticle is formed in a FHUC, the electron density associated with center Si adatoms in the three surrounding UHUCs is depleted substantially, suggesting electron transfer to the Ge nanoparticle. As local coverage increases, when a new nanoparticle forms adjacent to an existing FHUC nanoparticle in a neighboring UHUC, electron transfer occurs from the two new surrounding FHUCs. The two nanoparticles remain distinct with a “dimer wall” separating them. First-principles calculations confirm the depletion of charge associated with the dangling bonds of center Si adatoms in the three UHUCs surrounding a Ge nanoparticle in a FHUC, and a decrease in electronic energy by such a charge transfer. The energy gain can be attributed to “local Madelung energy.”

In Figs. 1(b)–1(g), we show contrasted filled-state (sample bias \( V_s = -2.6 \) V, tunneling current \( I_t = 0.2 \) nA) and empty-state (\( V_s = +2.6 \) V, \( I_t = 0.2 \) nA) STM images for the same region on Si(111)-(7×7) with a Ge coverage of 0.12 ML deposited at 150 °C. The identification of Ge atoms relative to Si atoms in the FHUCs was confirmed by profile lines which clearly show a distinct height difference of \( \sim 0.22 \) Å at the pertinent sites. While at low coverages, isolated adsorbed Ge atoms replace Si atoms in FHUCs and form the correlated patterns shown in Fig. 1(a).\(^{16}\) a triangular lattice of isolated Ge atoms forms at about 0.12 ML. The Ge atoms occupy all the corner adatom sites of FHUCs [the type-B pattern in Fig. 1(a)]. Very few Ge patterns in UHUCs, such as that shown in Fig. 1(a) with a dotted triangle, are observed. At slightly higher local coverages, isolated Ge nanoparticles appear with a distinct preference for FHUCs. The Ge nanoparticles look more compact in the filled-state STM image than in the empty-state image [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The nanoparticles show strong brightness in the center region of the FHUCs. We estimated that a single-Ge nanoparticle contains approximately eight atoms. Note that the triangular single-atom structure underlying the Ge nanoparticles in the FHUCs remains intact with the formation of Ge nanoparticles.

A Ge nanoparticle in a FHUC has a strong effect on its three neighboring UHUCs. The closest Si center adatoms in the nearest-neighbor UHUCs are invisible in the filled-state STM image [Fig. 1(d)]. However, these Si adatoms remain at their original places in the 7×7 reconstruction, as shown by the empty-state STM image [Fig. 1(f)]. This fact suggests that the Si center adatoms transfer charge to the nearby Ge nanoparticle. The charge transfer is visible in the filled-state STM images as darkened areas surrounding the nanoparticles, indicating absence of electrons and giving the nanoparticles a compact appearance with sharp outline, and in the empty-state STM images as extended brightness, making the nanoparticles appear less compact and blurry the outlines. Thus, the STM measurements demonstrate a lateral charge redistribution in the Ge-Si system. First-principles density-functional calculations for nanoparticles of 6–12 Ge atoms in the FHUC of a Si(111)-(7×7) unit cell show that, for all the minimum-energy configurations, the dangling-bond state of the center Si adatom that is near the FHUC is almost empty, indicating charge transfer. Figure 3(a) shows the projected electronic density of states (local DOS) onto a center Si adatom in an UHUC before and after Ge deposition. The Fermi level is at 0 eV. (b) The corresponding relaxed minimum-energy configuration (only the FHUC is shown). The Si and Ge atoms are represented by gray and dark spheres, respectively. The Si atoms with increasing distances from the surface are shown by spheres of decreasing size. The dotted lines show weak bonds.
Madelung energy is approximately \( \frac{-q}{r} \) for adatoms. Because residual Madelung energy stabilizes the pair formation of isolated nanoparticles in UHUCs and the Madelung energy is used to overcome the factors that inhibit the two Ge nanoparticles. The substantial reduction in the energy is negative charge and particle and an adjacent Si adatom that has been depleted of forms in an adjacent UHUC, as in Fig. 4 already containing a Ge nanoparticle, as shown in Figs. 1.

When local coverage is higher, a second Ge nanoparticle may form at the center of an UHUC adjacent to a FHUC already containing a Ge nanoparticle, as shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(g). Similar to the first one, the second Ge nanoparticle darkens the center Si atoms in the two neighboring FHUCs in the filled-state image [Fig. 1(e)], again indicating charge transfer, though the charge transfer is not as effective as in the UHUC. Charge transfer again helps us understand the formation of a nanoparticle in an UHUC when that UHUC is next to an existing particle in a FHUC. Assuming that the amount of charge transferred from any of the center Si adatom is the same \( q_0 \), a single nanoparticle has a central charge of \(-3q_0\) [Fig. 4(a)]. The total energy is lowered by a local Madelung energy, that is roughly \((-9d_1 + 3d_2)q_0^2\), where \(d_1\) (\(\sim 11\) Å) is the distance between the Ge nanoparticle and an adjacent Si adatom that has been depleted of charge and \(d_2\) (\(\sim 19\) Å) is the distance between two such Si adatoms. Because \(d_1\) is smaller than \(d_2\), the local Madelung energy is negative \((-0.66q_0^2\)). When a second nanoparticle forms in an adjacent UHUC, as in Fig. 4(b), the charge on each nanoparticle is reduced from \(-3q_0\) to \(-2q_0\) and the local Madelung energy is approximately \((-8d_1 + 2d_2 + 4d_3)q_0^2 = -0.36q_0^2\), where \(d_3\) (\(\sim 15.5\) Å) is the distance between the two Ge nanoparticles. The substantial reduction in the Madelung energy is used to overcome the factors that inhibit the formation of isolated nanoparticles in UHUCs and the residual Madelung energy stabilizes the pair (the energy is substantial; from the DOS curves of Fig. 3, we estimate \(q_0 \approx (0.3–0.5)e\), whereby the Madelung energy that stabilizes a pair is \(~0.5–1.3\) eV).

Figures 2 and 4 show the continuing evolution of the nanoparticle superstructure into hexagonal patterns as the triangular lattice of single Ge atoms in corner adatom sites of FHUCs persists in the background. Starting with a pair in adjacent FHUC and UHUCs, the third Ge nanoparticle tends to form in one of the FHUCs near the first two, accompanied by charge transfer from the nearby Si adatoms in adjacent half unit cells. In this way, the fourth, fifth, and sixth nanoparticles gradually form, eventually resulting a hexagonal structure. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show closed Ge hexagonal rings (with six nanoparticles), which begin to form at a Ge coverage of ~0.3 ML (not shown in the figure), and open rings (containing three, four, and five nanoparticles), nucleated on the Si(111) surface at a Ge coverage of ~0.4 ML. Figure 4(g) shows the distributions of different local nanostructures (isolated and pairs of Ge nanoparticles, open rings and closed hexagonal rings) at varying Ge coverages. When the Ge coverage approaches to ~0.4 ML, there are averagely ~20 Ge atoms per 7 × 7 unit cell. Thus, to accommodate the coverage of ~0.4 ML, most of the HUCs of both FHUC and UHUC types are occupied by Ge nanoparticles. We note that the net charge on each Ge nanoparticle decreases gradually from \(3q_0\) in the case of an isolated nanoparticle to 2, 5/3, 3/2, 7/5, and finally 1\(q_0\) if a complete isolated hexagon were to form as in the schematic of Fig. 4. Thus, while the local Madelung energies contribute to the stabilization of the local structures, the effective Madelung energy per nanoparticle decreases as extended structures form and charging of the nanoparticle gradually fades as the ordered hexagonal structure is completed.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we show formation of a complex hierarchy of periodic structures: the underlying surface periodicity, a triangular structure of single Ge atoms, and a hexagonal structure of Ge nanoparticles. The evolution of the self-assembly of the Ge nanostructures on Si(111) has been tracked as a function of the amount of adsorbed Ge. The driving force for the self-assembly, that is, charge transfer and resultant "local Madelung energies," has been identified.
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